The mechanism of succinate or fumarate transfer in the tricarboxylic acid cycle allows molecular rotation of the intermediate.
Mitochondria were incubated with L[5-13C]glutamic acid and the distribution of the label between the two carboxyl carbon atoms of the L-aspartic acid formed was determined by 13C NMR. The reaction sequence leading from L-glutamic acid to L-aspartic acid spans the tricarboxylic acid cycle reactions involving the two symmetrical intermediates succinate and fumarate. The C2 symmetry of these intermediates in principle permits a discrimination of the mechanism of their transfer between their enzyme sites of production and utilization. A direct transfer of metabolite from site to site by translation alone predicts an unequal distribution of 13C between the C1 and C4 of aspartate, whereas molecular rotation during transfer allows for a scrambling of the original C5 label. Under several conditions of different glutamate concentrations and solvent osmotic pressures, equal labeling in the C1 and C4 carbons of aspartate is observed. This observation is inconsistent with a transfer mechanism restricting molecular rotation for both intermediates but is compatible with both a random diffusion and a direct transfer mechanism provided the latter allows molecular rotation.